Redefining Scale:
Ask “How?” not “How many?”
The question was “How?”
Diluting the impact. 40,000. It became “How many?”
BUILDing a sustainable institution
Invest in people and a centre that inspires the highest standard

Impact through depth
Producing lasting change through significant and focused investment

Based in the community
Listen to the townships' needs and utilize its resources through strategic partnerships

Cradle to career
Create individualized pathways to meet each client's household, health and educational needs

The Ubuntu Model
$1 investment in Ubuntu child

Return per Dollar

$8.70

increased client lifetime earnings and $2.20 net gain to society
Innovation is a mentality.
Without a foundation, even the most effective interventions will fail.
Don’t be afraid to rethink growth.
Sustainability is about lasting change in people’s lives.
Visit us: www.ubuntufund.org

Follow us: @ubuntufund